
100% Acrylic HB yarns, from NM10 to NM40, ecru

or dyed, single or twisted; for knitting, socks, circular

knitting, weaving, tufting, bath mats and carpets.

100% Acrylic Relax yarns, from NM10 to NM40,

ecru or dyed, single or twisted; for knitting, socks,

weaving, upholstery and velvet.

100% Acrylic Relax yarns from Dralon fiber, from

NE16 to NE30; for chenille, lace, knitting and socks.

Wool Acrylic Blended yarns, from NM10 to NM40,

HB or Relax, single or twisted; for knitting, socks,

circular knitting and weaving.

Cotton Acrylic Blended yarns, from NE12 to NE30,

HB or Relax, ecru or dyed, single or twisted; for

knitting, circular knitting and weaving.

Viscose Acrylic Blended yarns, HB or Relax, ecru

or dyed, single or twisted; for knitting, upholstery

and weaving.

Linen Viscose Blended yarns, NE12, NE20, NE30,

single or twisted, ecru or dyed; for knitting, circular

knitting and weaving.

Linen Cotton Blended yarns, NE12, NE20, NE30,

single or twisted, ecru or dyed; for knitting, circular

knitting and weaving.

100% Acrylic Chenille yarns from Dralon fiber, NM4

and  NM6, ecru or dyed; for knitting, upholstery and

weaving.

Acrylic bouclet and frise yarns, ecru and dyed; for

knitting, upholstery and weaving.

We offer the
foundation
for fashion!

Akren Iplik A.fi. is a member of Textileonly.
www.textileonly.com
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New trends and yarns ExportOffering you quality and service
Akren yarns are used in knitting, weaving, upholstery,
socks, fancy yarn making as well as in making of bathroom
carpets and fancy yarns. Akren follows the developments
in the industry and world fashion trends. Besides the
classical yarns such as 100% Acrylic yarns and
Acrylic/Wool blended yarns, Akren manufactures
viscose/linen/polyamide blended yarns as well as yarns
with knops, mélange yarns and 100% Acrylic Chenille
yarns.

Akren proudly uses the acrylic raw material of renowned
companies such as Aksa, Dralon, Fisipe, Montefibre, and
Istanbul Elyaf and the wool from top quality suppliers of
Australia and New Zealand origin.

Since 1995 Akren has concentrated on export markets.
Italy, Spain, USA, Argentina, Syria, Israel, Bulgaria,
Russia, Czech Republic, Serbia and Montenegro, Greece,
Jordan, and U.K are among the countries that Akren
exports.

In addition, the local customers in Turkey use Akren's
yarn for their quality products sold in Europe, North and
South America, North Africa, Middle East, Russia and
Far East. Akren aims to become the quality supplier
throughout the world as it has been in Turkey.

For any kind of inquiry such as brochures, samples or
more information about Akren, please contact us and
one of our sales representatives will be delighted to assist
you.

Founded in 1995, Akren Iplik is a manufacturer of 100%
acrylic yarns, acrylic blended yarns (i.e. wool/acrylic,
cotton/acrylic, viscose/acrylic, viscose/linen/polyamide
etc.) as well as fancy yarns, serving fancy yarn makers,
knitters, socks manufacturers, upholstery manufacturers
and weavers. Between 1997 and 2001, production lines
at Yenibosna factory in Istanbul have been renovated with
state of the art equipment. In 2005 Akren’s new factory
in Velimefle, Çorlu started production. With this new
establishment, worsted yarn production capacity has
reached 14 tons per day while chenille yarn and fancy
yarn capacities have increased considerably. Beginning in
June 2005, hank dyeing of yarn and by the end of 2005
package dyeing of yarn and raw material will follow course.

With the advantage of its new production lines, Akren
aims to satisfy the customers who seek good quality as
well as impeccable service. Thanks to the commitment of
Akren’s entrepreneurial managers, Akren takes prides in
being a customer-oriented institution.


